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A highly customizable, extremely simple design.
Until you get to the very last row! That’s where all
the exciting stuff happens.
This scarf can be made with any type of yarn,
at almost any size. Scarf width, length, and number
of dropped stitches can be adapted easily to suit
your preference.
Instructions are for scarf as pictured.
Finished Size 		
Needle Size
Yarn Weight 		
Yarn Quantity
Gauge			

1. Cast On
CO 34sts on scrap yarn (to make kitchener stitch
connection later). Working scarf width should be
approx. 11".
2. Scarf Body
Work stockinette stitch for 46” (or any desired length).
3. Last Row
Once desired length is achieved, on the final row
(should be knit row):
› K 2 sts.

› [Drop 1 stitch, Make 1 Front]* repeat sequence in
repeat brackets 3 times. (M1F stitch helps maintain the total
s. (M1F stitch count once a stitch has been dropped and
al stitch starts unravelling)
c› K 24 sts

› [Drop 1 stitch, Make 1 Front]* repeat sequence in
brackets 3 times.
› Knit 2 stitches.

46.5” dia. x 13” w.
8 / 5mm
Aran or Worsted
220yds as pictured (approx)
4 sts/in.

At this point you should have three stitches on each
side of the scarf that are beginning to unravel to
create open “ladders”. Don’t let them unravel too far
down the scarf until you’ve made the kitchener stitch
connection.
4. Connecting The Ends
› Remove scrap yarn from the cast-on (beginning)
edge and load stitches on needle.
› Join the two live ends with the kitchener stitch.
5. Unravel
Once kitchener stitch connection has been made,
finish unravelling the six stitches dropped on the last
knit row. Stitches should unravel all the way through
the kitchener stitch connection, leaving a completely
seamless scarf.
Block and wear!

